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Once again I am faced with conflict 
Another challenge of life I will test 
I am changing, I am changing 
All who I am. 

No more time for any distractions 
And walk away from any detractions 
I have taken, I have taken 
All that I can. 

Cut-I'm never gonna get away 
If i don't ever make this change 
Cut the weight and 
Fuck all the human waste 

Cut-they're never gonna take away 
The vision that I portray 
No time to waste 
I cut all that's in my way 

With a breath of a fresh new light 
I will start again 
And say goodbye to all of my fake friends 
Rearranging, rearranging all that I have 

Remove myself from more than I need 
Separate from those who doubt me 
I am changing, I am changing 
All that I am 

Cut-I'm never gonna get away 
If i don't ever make this change 
Cut the weight and 
Fuck all the human waste 

Cut-they're never gonna take away 
The vision that I portray 
No time to waste 
I cut all that's in my way 

Close my eyes and take a look at my life 
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Think of all the ways that I've been denied 
Is it pride or is it timing 
It's taking time but the road I'm finding 

Healing back now from the 
Wounds that I've made 
Stabbed myself a thousand times this way 
To keep my pace up with the hill I'm climbing 
I'll cut the ties of those that bind 

Close my eyes and take a look at my life 
Think of all the ways that I've been denied 
Is it pride or is it timing 
It's taking time but the road I'm finding 

Cut-I'm never gonna get away 
If i don't ever make this change 
Cut the weight and 
Fuck all the human waste 

Cut-they're never gonna take away 
The vision that I portray 
No time to waste 
I cut all that's in my way
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